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The short arms of the five acrocentric human chromosomes harbor sequences that direct the assembly and function of the

nucleolus, one of the key functional domains of the nucleus, yet they are absent from the current human genome

assembly. Here we describe the genomic architecture of these human nucleolar organizers. Sequences distal and proximal

to ribosomal gene arrays are conserved among the acrocentric chromosomes, suggesting they are sites of frequent re-

combination. Although previously believed to be heterochromatic, characterization of these two flanking regions reveals

that they share a complex genomic architecture similar to other euchromatic regions of the genome, but they have

distinct genomic characteristics. Proximal sequences are almost entirely segmentally duplicated, similar to the regions

bordering centromeres. In contrast, the distal sequence is predominantly unique to the acrocentric short arms and is

dominated by a very large inverted repeat. We show that the distal element is localized to the periphery of the nucleolus,

where it appears to anchor the ribosomal gene repeats. This, combined with its complex chromatin structure and tran-

scriptional activity, suggests that this region is involved in nucleolar organization. Our results provide a platform for

investigating the role of NORs in nucleolar formation and function, and open the door for determining the role of these

regions in the well-known empirical association of nucleoli with pathology.

[Supplemental material is available for this article.]

A detailed description of how the genome is organized within the

nuclei of human cells to facilitate proper cellular functions is one

of the major unsolved problems in biology. While genome-wide

technologies are beginning to have an impact (Lieberman-Aiden

et al. 2009; The ENCODE Project Consortium 2012), the picture is

incomplete since critical regions of the human genome remain

unidentified. Prominent among these missing regions is the chro-

mosomal context aroundwhichnucleoli form, termed thenucleolar

organizer region (NOR) (McClintock 1934). The nucleolus is the

largest functional domain within the nucleus and is the site of ri-

bosome biogenesis. It has a distinct structure and houses ribosomal

RNA gene (rDNA) transcription, preribosomal RNA (pre-rRNA)

processing, and preribosome assembly (Olson 2011). The rDNA re-

peats encode the major rRNA species and are organized into large

head-to-tail tandem arrays located at the NORs (McStay and

Grummt 2008). Extensive binding by the nucleolar DNA binding

protein, UBF (encoded by UBTF ), across the rDNA is responsible for

their distinctive appearance onmetaphase chromosomes, in which

they form secondary constrictions (Mais et al. 2005; McStay and

Grummt 2008). Despite ribosome biogenesis being central to cel-

lular biology,many aspects of nucleolar formation, organization, and

function remain to be elucidated, and the genomic architecture of

NORs has not been described for any vertebrate to date.

In humans, the approximately 300 rDNA repeats are distrib-

uted among five NORs on the short arms of the acrocentric chro-

mosomes (HSA13-15, HSA21, and HSA22) (Henderson et al. 1972;

Schmickel 1973; Stults et al. 2008). Inmost human cells, amajority

of NORs are active and coalesce to form between one and three

nucleoli (Savino et al. 2001). While discrete, nucleoli are not en-

capsulated and instead seem to be self-organizing, highly dynamic

structures (Dundr et al. 2002; Andersen et al. 2005; Sirri et al. 2008)

that are spatially isolated from the rest of the nucleoplasm by

a shell of heterochromatin (Nemeth and Langst 2011). However,

the apparent heterochromatic nature of the regions flanking the

rDNA has made them a low priority for genomic analysis (In-

ternational Human Genome Sequencing Consortium 2004), and

thus, the five acrocentric chromosome short arms aremissing from

the current human genome assembly.

The enormous demand for ribosomes by actively growing cells

puts nucleoli at the forefront of cellular growth regulation. Links

between nucleoli and growth pathologies date back over a century

to observations of abnormal nucleoli in tumor cells (Pianese 1896).

Recently, molecular studies have begun to clarify this relationship,

with evidence supporting roles for tumor suppressor genes and

oncogenes in rDNA transcriptional regulation (Budde and Grummt

1999; Hannan et al. 2000; Grummt 2003; Grandori et al. 2005), and

a direct role for increased rDNA transcription in the development of

malignancy (Bywater et al. 2012). Surprisingly, recent studies have

also revealed that the nucleolus plays roles in many other bi-

ological processes, ranging from aging and cell cycle progression

to X-chromosome inactivation and viral replication (Visintin et al.

1999; Boisvert et al. 2007; Zhang et al. 2007; Ganley et al. 2009). The

central role of the nucleolus in growth regulation, coupled with the

potential for the regions adjacent to the rDNA to contribute to NOR
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function, prompted us to investigate the genomic context in which

the rDNA resides. Here we present the identification and character-

ization of >550 kb of sequence flanking both sides of the rDNA array.

Results

Identification of rDNA flanking regions

To obtain the sequences flanking the rDNA arrays, we made use of

preexisting sequences adjacent to the rDNA on the proximal

(centromeric; 493 bp) (Sakai et al. 1995) and distal (telomeric;

8.3 kb) sides of the rDNA (Gonzalez and Sylvester 1997). Probes

derived from these sequenceswere used to screen single-chromosome

cosmid libraries, and several positive clones were sequenced.

Searches of GenBank using the resulting sequences, coupled with

BAC walking, ultimately resulted in identification of 15 BAC clones

from the distal junction (DJ), five of which include some rDNA

sequence (Supplemental Fig. 1). Similar searches identified three

BAC clones from the proximal junction (PJ), one of which includes

rDNA (Supplemental Fig. 2). These cover 379 kb of DJ sequence

and 207 kb of PJ sequence flanking the rDNA (Fig. 1A).

We sought evidence that these putative junction sequences

adjoin the rDNA. Hybridization of DJ BAC clones to metaphase

chromosome spreads places these regions distal to the rDNAon the

acrocentric chromosome short arms (Fig. 1B). Further, FISH on

combed DNA molecules (Bensimon et al. 1994) clearly shows the

DJ region is adjacent to the rDNA (Fig. 1C). Finally, a bioinformatic

screen confirmed that the DJ adjoins the rDNA (Supplemental

Methods).

Similar evidence was more difficult to obtain for the PJ, par-

ticularly with hybridization-based approaches. Metaphase FISH

shows the PJ to be centromere proximal to the rDNA, as expected,

but additional signals are observed distal to the rDNA and on other

chromosomes (Fig. 1B; Supplemental Fig. 3), and clear signals were

not observed from DNA combing. These difficulties stem from the

high level of PJ segmental duplication (see below). Therefore we

sought additional sequence-based evidence for the PJ adjoining

the rDNA. First, we sequenced PJ-containing cosmids to show that

the PJ is linked to at least 16 kb of rDNA (Supplemental Fig. 4). The

PJ contig has previously been identified as a chr21 short-arm peri-

centromeric region (Lyle et al. 2007). To rule out the possibility

that the PJ is adjacent to a large piece of segmentally duplicated

rDNA, we compared rDNA external transcribed spacer (ETS) and

18S rRNA coding regions adjoining theDJ (a true junction) and the

PJ. If the PJ is adjacent to duplicated, nonfunctional rDNA, it

should have accumulated mutations, yet we found these PJ rDNA

sequences to be 98.8% identical to the DJ rDNA. This is much

higher identity than known 18S/ETS segmental duplicates (maxi-

mum of 93.2% identity), suggesting that the PJ-linked rDNA is

intact. Finally, we implemented a bioinformatic strategy to look for

sequence reads that span the PJ/rDNA junction (Supplemental

Fig. 5). The positions of the PJ/rDNA junction in the cosmids and

BACs are slightly different, and we found both these PJ junction

positions with no evidence for additional PJ junctions (Supple-

mental Methods). These results suggest that the PJ adjoins the

rDNA, although the precise junction position was found to vary

slightly among the acrocentric chromosomes (Supplemental Fig. 6).

Interchromosomal conservation of rDNA flanking regions

Previous reports suggested that the sequences distal to the rDNA

are conserved across all acrocentric chromosomes (Worton et al.

1988; Gonzalez and Sylvester 1997). Our DJ metaphase FISH re-

sults are consistent with this, showing hybridization signals for all

the acrocentric chromosomes (Fig. 1B).

The FISH also suggests that the PJ is

conserved across the acrocentric chro-

mosomes (Fig. 1B). To confirm this and

to further validate the integrity of the

flanking region sequences, we screened

genomic DNA from a panel of mouse so-

matic cell hybrids, each containing a sin-

gle human acrocentric chromosome for

flanking region sequence. PCR at five

intervals across the DJ each gave the

expected product for all five acrocentric

chromosomes (Fig. 2A). We could not

screen across the PJ because only one

unique region is present (see below).

Nevertheless, this region is also shared

among all five acrocentric chromosomes

(Fig. 2A). Furthermore, screening geno-

mic DNA from lines containing a chr21

translocation originating within the rDNA

confirmed the orientation of the DJ and

PJ relative to the rDNA (Fig. 2A) and that

the unique PJ region is located exclu-

sively on the proximal side. These re-

sults suggest that both the DJ and the PJ

are conserved across all five acrocentric

chromosomes.

To quantify how similar the DJ and

PJ regions are between the different ac-

rocentric chromosomes, we determined

Figure 1. Human rDNA flanking regions. (A) Schematic human acrocentric chromosome showing
telomeric (blue) and centromeric (yellow) regions, and the NOR (black line), expanded below into
rDNA, PJ (orange), and DJ (green) regions. Not to scale. (B) DJ and PJ localize distally and proximally to
rDNA, respectively, on all acrocentric chromosomes. FISH was performed on normal humanmetaphase
spreads with DJ BAC (red) and rDNA (green) probes (left panels), and PJ BAC (green) and rDNA (red)
probes (right panel). Chromosomes are DAPI-stained. (C ) DNA combing of HeLa cell nucleolar DNA
shows DJ (red) is physically linked to 18S rDNA (green). Three representative images are shown below
the hybridization scheme.
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BAC and cosmid sequence identities from intra- and interchro-

mosomal pairwise comparisons for PJ and DJ clones (Fig. 2B;

Supplemental Data 1). Intrachromosomal sequence identities ap-

proach 100% for both DJ and PJ sequences, as expected, with any

differences likely resulting from sequence error. DJ interchro-

mosomal identity averages 99.1%, suggesting there is a very active

homogenization mechanism that maintains DJ sequence identity

between the acrocentric chromosomes. PJ interchromosomal se-

quence identity is lower, averaging 93.3%, with the variation

predominantly arising from interchromosomal polymorphisms

in the rDNA junction position and Alu elements (Supplemental

Fig. 6). This suggests there is also an active homogenization

mechanism that maintains PJ sequences across acrocentric chro-

mosomes (Fig. 2B).

Characterization of DJ and PJ sequences

The DJ and PJ are uncharacterized regions of the human genome,

so we next employed a series of bioinformatic approaches to de-

termine whether they harbor genomic features of interest. Con-

sensus DJ and PJ contig sequences (Fig. 3A) were generated from

a minimum set of overlapping BACs, using BACs from the same

chromosome where possible (Supplemental Fig. 7).

To determine whether these regions primarily consist of re-

petitive elements characteristic of constitutive heterochromatin

(International HumanGenome SequencingConsortium2004), we

characterized the repeat composition of the DJ and PJ. The trans-

posable repeat element content of both regions is similar to that of

the human genome as a whole (Supplemental Fig. 8), except for

a lack of known DNA transposons in the DJ. Both regions also

contain blocks of satellite repeats, most notably a large (38.6 kb)

block of 48-bp satellite repeats at the distal end of the DJ (Fig. 3A).

These repeats, initially classed as chr22 pericentromeric repeats

(Metzdorf et al. 1988), are now referred to as CER satellites ( Jurka

et al. 2005). CER blocks are found distal to the rDNA on all acro-

centric chromosomes, with additional pericentromeric blocks on

chr14 and chr22 (Supplemental Fig. 9). Finally, we looked for novel

repeats. Two blocks of a novel 138-bp tandem repeat that we call

ACRO138 are presentwithin theDJ (Fig. 3A; Supplemental Fig. 10).

Most strikingly, we discovered a large inverted repeat that domi-

nates the DJ (Fig. 3A). Each arm of the inverted repeat is ;109 kb,

and the two arms share an average sequence identity of 80%.

Alignment of the two arms reveals that the underlying sequence

identity is higher than this but is interrupted by a number of indels

(Supplemental Fig. 11), implying either that the inverted repeat is

young or that there aremechanisms tomaintain sequence identity

between the arms.

Although these rDNA flanking regions were thought to

be heterochromatic (International Human Genome Sequencing

Consortium 2004), we wondered whether they contain any genes.

To address this, we designed a gene predication pipeline that in-

tegrates ORF prediction, mRNA, EST, and protein data to identify

potential gene-coding regions. Eight putative DJ genes and four PJ

genes were predicted. These gene models all had support from

multiple data sources, but the majority are single exon (Supple-

mental Fig. 12; Supplemental Tables 1, 2). Experimental validation

will be required to determine which of these putative genes are

real.

Segmental duplications (duplications of DNA to elsewhere in

the genome) are a prominent feature of the human genome and

are commonly enriched at centromere boundaries (She et al. 2004;

Bailey and Eichler 2006). Given the proximity of the DJ and PJ to

centromeres we undertook a segmental duplication analysis. A

number of segmental duplications (>1 kb in length andwith >85%

sequence identity) were found from both regions (Fig. 3B). In-

terestingly, the DJ and PJ show different segmental duplication

patterns. PJ segmental duplicates are more frequent and longer

and have greater sequence identity than DJ segmental duplicates

(Fig. 3B; Supplemental Tables 3, 4). Furthermore, themajority of PJ

segmental duplicates are found in centromeric/pericentromeric

regions of the genome as previously observed (Piccini et al. 2001;

Lyle et al. 2007), while the majority of DJ segmental duplicates are

found in euchromatic/telomeric regions (Fig. 3B). Most strikingly,

we found that the level of segmental duplicated DNA is vastly

different, with 7.3% of the DJ being segmentally duplicated versus

92.4% for the PJ (Table 1). These results demonstrate that these two

rDNA flanking regions have different genomic characteristics in

humans: The segmental duplication profile of the PJ resembles

pericentromeric regions, while that of the DJ resembles euchro-

matic regions. The high level of segmental duplication likely

explains the problems encountered using hybridization-based

approaches with the PJ. Finally, this high level of segmental du-

plication prevented us from extending the PJ further, as we could

not unambiguously assign additional sequences to the PJ region.

Perinucleolar positioning of the DJ

To better understand the relationship between these flanking

regions and nucleolar architecture, we analyzed DJ and PJ posi-

tioning in interphase nuclei of HT1080 cells. 3D immuno-FISH

revealed that, despite their close proximity to rDNA, DJ sequences

Figure 2. DJ and PJ acrocentric chromosome conservation. (A) PCR
performed at increasing distances (left) into the DJ from mouse somatic
cell hybrids carrying a single human acrocentric chromosome (indicated
above). The right-hand lanes show PCR performed on the reciprocal
products (Xder21 and 21derX) of a chr21 translocation that originates in
the rDNA, confirming theDJ is located distally to the rDNA. Bottom panel is
the same, but uses primers to the single unique PJ region. (B) Average
intrachromosomal and interchromosomal DJ and PJ sequence identities
from pairwise comparisons of representative BAC and cosmid clones are
plotted.
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are excluded from the nucleolar interior, instead appearing as

discrete foci embedded in the perinucleolar heterochromatin

(Fig. 4A). The majority of DJ foci associate with perinucleolar

heterochromatin (Supplemental Videos 1, 2). The high level of PJ

segmental duplication makes it difficult to determine which FISH

signals derive from the PJ versus from unlinked segmentally du-

plicated regions (Supplemental Fig. 13); therefore, we focused on

the DJ for the remainder of this study.

The rDNA is transcribed by RNA polymerase I (pol-I), and

inhibition of pol-I transcription by low concentrations of acti-

nomycinD (AMD) induces rapid and remarkable nucleolar re-

organization (Hadjiolov 1985). This involves dissociation of

nascent rRNA transcripts, resulting in collapse of the rDNA repeats

into nucleolar caps that form at the nucleolar periphery and con-

sist of rDNA, pol-I transcription machinery, and processing factors

(Supplemental Fig. 14; Prieto and McStay 2007; Sirri et al. 2008).

Given the localization of the DJ, we wondered whether it has any

relationship to these nucleolar caps. Strikingly, 3D immuno-FISH

on AMD-treated cells revealed that nucleolar caps form immedi-

ately adjacent to DJ sequences positioned in perinucleolar het-

erochromatin (Fig. 4B). Although some larger nucleolar caps are

bilobed and associated with two DJ signals, it appears that the

majority of caps are derived from individual NORs. These results

suggest that the DJ anchors the linked rDNA to perinucleolar

heterochromatin and that the retreat of the rDNA to the DJ upon

AMD treatment provides an explanation for the positioning of

nucleolar caps (Fig. 4B).

DJ sequences can target perinucleolar heterochromatin

rDNA arrays regress to perinucleolar heterochromatin in AMD-

treated cells, rather than DJ sequences moving toward rDNA foci

within the nucleolar interior (Fig. 4). This suggests that elements

within the DJ may be responsible for its perinucleolar localization,

Figure 3. DJ and PJ sequence characterization. (A) Major genomic features of the PJ (orange) and DJ (green) contigs. BACs used to construct the contigs
are shown as black lines, with BAC names and chromosomal origins indicated (chr17 annotation of AC011841 is incorrect). Satellites are shown in blue,
the ACRO138 repeats in red, the large DJ inverted repeat as white arrows, and the rDNA array between the PJ and DJ in gray. (B) Segmental duplication
analysis. Lines show segmental duplications from PJ (orange) and DJ (green), indicating the location of the duplicate on the human chromosomes
(arranged around the flanking regions). Positions of centromeres (yellow) and telomeres (blue) are indicated. Segmental duplicate length is indicated by
line color, as defined below.

Table 1. Segmental duplication comparison between the DJ
and PJ

Segmental duplication feature DJ PJ

Number of segmentally duplicated regions 31 98
Average segmental duplicate length (kb) 2.3 11.8
Average percent identity between segmental

duplicates
88.2% 93.1%
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rather than the DJ being simply linked to the rDNA. To investigate

this, we transfectedHT1080 cells with amixture of three BACs that

cover the DJ contig. Two stable clones containing large integrated

arrays of this BAC mixture were selected for further analysis. FISH

with DJ BAC CT476834 and rDNA probes revealed that ectopic DJ

BAC arrays had integrated into metacentric (non-NOR bearing)

chromosomes (Supplemental Fig. 15A). Quantitative PCR using

primer pairs positioned across the DJ contig revealed that the se-

quence content of the ectopic arrays reflects that of the input BAC

mixture (Supplemental Table 5). 3D FISH was performed on cells

from these clones to determine whether the ectopic DJ arrays as-

sociate with nucleoli. In order to more clearly reveal the bound-

aries of the nucleolus, cells were treatedwithAMD (Fig. 5). For both

clones, we observe a remarkable degree of association of the ectopic

DJ arrays with perinucleolar heterochromatin. Moreover, in the

majority of cells, the ectopicDJ array appears to spread through the

perinucleolar heterochromatin, covering a significant fraction of

the nucleolar surface. Transcription from the small amounts of

rDNA derived from BAC AL592188 does not appear to explain this

localization, as silver staining (which can detect activity at NORs

with comparable rDNA content; A Grob and B McStay, in prep.)

shows no activity. Additionally, transcriptionally active ectopic

rDNA arrays (neo-NORs) that do not contain any DJ sequences are

usually not associated with endogenous nucleoli (A Grob and B

McStay, in prep.). Therefore, we conclude that sequences within

the DJ contig specify association with perinucleolar heterochro-

matin even when positioned on metacentric chromosomes.

(Supplemental Fig. 15B).

Chromatin profiling of the DJ

Our results suggest that the DJ region plays a role in nucleolar or-

ganization. Specifically, we hypothesize that DJ sequences provide

an anchor point within perinucleolar heterochromatin for the

linked rDNA array that is normally present in the nucleolar in-

terior. If so, the DJ may have a chromatin organization that facil-

itates this role. To profile its chromatin organization, we mapped

available histone modification and insulator binding protein

CTCF ChIP-seq data sets from the ENCODE Project (Ernst et al.

2011) to the DJ. Discrete patterns of enrichment were observed at

specific points across the DJ (Fig. 6A). Integration of these chro-

matin data sets using ChromHMM (Ernst and Kellis 2012) with

multiple cell types revealed a complex chromatin landscape that is

largely conserved among cell types (Fig. 6B; Supplemental Fig. 16).

Strikingly, chromatin signatures characteristic of promoters are

found at regular ;45-kb intervals across the DJ, interspersed

among marks associated with heterochromatin. The periodicity

(;45 kb) of these putative promoters is interesting, as it closely

mirrors the size of the rDNA unit. Chromatin marks indicative of

promoters (e.g., H3K4me3) coincide with DNase hypersensitive

sites and FAIRE signals (Supplemental Fig. 17), and we experi-

mentally confirmed that the H3K4me3 and FAIRE peaks are pres-

ent in the HT1080 cell line used in our immuno-FISH experiments

(Fig. 6C). The open chromatin peaks centered at 138 kb and 290 kb

Figure 4. The DJ forms a perinucleolar anchor for rDNA repeats. (A) 3D
immuno-FISH reveals that DJ sequences lie in perinucleolar heterochro-
matin in HT1080 cells. Nucleoli are visualized with UBF antibodies (red)
and DJ with BAC CT476834 (green). The nucleus is DAPI-stained. The
extended focus images (left) are stills from Supplemental Videos 1 and 2,
while the image on the right shows a single focal plane. (B) Inhibition of
rDNA transcription with AMD results in formation of nucleolar CAPs jux-
taposed with DJ sequences in perinucleolar heterochromatin. Staining as
in A. Two representative cells are shown, one with an enlargement. Car-
toon models the transition between active and withdrawn rDNA upon
AMD treatment. rDNA (red) retreats from the nucleolus (black) to the DJ
(green) that is embedded in perinucleolar heterochromatin (dark blue).

Figure 5. Ectopic DJ arrays target perinucleolar heterochromatin. Po-
sitioning of DJ BAC arrays. 3D FISH was performed on AMD-treated cells
from clones 1 and 2 with rDNA (red) and DJ BAC CT476834 (green)
probes. The large green hybridization signals identified by arrowheads
indicate the ectopic DJ array. Endogenous DJ signals are also visible.
Classification of ectopic DJ arrays as nucleolar associated, partially asso-
ciated, or nonassociated is indicated by white, yellow, and orange ar-
rowheads, respectively, and is quantified below.
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correspond to the ACRO138 repeat blocks identified in the repeat

analysis (Fig. 3A). Moreover, chromatin signatures associated with

actively transcribed gene bodies (e.g. H3K36me3 and H3K20me1)

(Ernst et al. 2011) are observed extending leftward and rightward

from the promoters at 187 kb and 238 kb, respectively, (Fig. 6A).

CTCF, a multivalent DNA binding protein involved in many cel-

lular processes (Phillips andCorces 2009), has recently been shown

to be involved in the transcriptional regulation of ribosomal genes

(van de Nobelen et al. 2010) and human nucleolar organization

(Hernandez-Hernandez et al. 2012). Multiple CTCF binding peaks

were observed across the DJ, coinciding with CTCF consensus se-

quences (Supplemental Fig. 18). Interestingly, CTCF binding sites

are positioned close to the DJ/rDNA boundary and frame the DJ

transcription units described above. Together, these results reveal

that the DJ has a complex and structured chromatin landscape.

Transcription profiling of the DJ

The chromatin profiling results suggest that despite being em-

bedded in perinucleolar heterochromatin, DJ sequences are tran-

Figure 6. Chromatin landscape of the DJ. (A) ChIP-seq signals of different chromatin features (right) in H1-hESC cells, normalized to tags per million
mapped reads are shown below a schematic of the DJ, including inverted repeats. Asterisks indicate enrichment sites. (Bottom) Control signal is shown in
gray. (B) Chromatin states derived from the multivariate HMM analysis for seven different cell types (right). Each colored bar represents a specific chro-
matin state, as annotated below left. (C ) Nucleolar H3K4me3ChIP-PCR and nucleolar FAIRE-PCR usingHT1080 cells validate the presence of H3K4me3 and
FAIRE in the DJ. DJ positions of the primers used are shown to the right, and red boxes correspond to peaks of H3K4me3 from A. Genomic DNA (gDNA),
input and negative controls (-ve and IgG) are shown.
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scriptionally active. To directly investigate transcription in the DJ,

we mapped RNA-seq, RNA Pol II, and TAF1 ChIP-seq data (from

ENCODE) and mRNA and EST data (from GenBank) onto the DJ

(Supplemental Fig. 19). Strong evidence for transcription origi-

nating from the majority of putative promoters was obtained,

confirming that the DJ is transcriptionally active. The putative

promoters at 187 kb and 238 kb in particular are supported by

multiple lines of evidence (Fig. 7A), with RNA-seq data indicating

that the transcripts from these promoters are spliced, and cDNA

clones of these transcripts being present in GenBank (accession

nos. AK026938 and BX647680). We used RT-PCR to experimen-

tally confirm the existence of these spliced polyadenylated tran-

scripts, which we term disnor187 and disnor238 (Fig. 7B). In ad-

dition, we show using RNA-seq data that they have low tomedium

expression levels (Supplemental Fig. 20). The largest open reading

frames present in disnor187 and disnor238 are 120 and 144 amino

acids, respectively. Therefore their size and limited coding ca-

pacity suggest that they may function as long noncoding RNAs

(lncRNAs). We also confirmed that the ACRO138 repeats within

the open chromatin peak at 138 kb are actively transcribed (Sup-

plemental Fig. 21). These three transcripts all lie within the DJ

inverted repeat arms and, together with another putative promoter

in the ACRO138 repeat block centered at 297 kb, form a symmet-

rical arrangement of transcriptional units that mirror the inverted

repeat structure. Therefore theDJ, rather than being a passive block

of heterochromatin, shows a specific pattern of localization, a dis-

tinct genomic and chromatin organization, and transcriptional

activity.

Discussion

NORswere originally defined in 1934 as chromosomal regions that

organize formation of the nucleolus (McClintock 1934). Now;80

yr later, we can begin to appreciate their genomic architecture. In

this study, we have identified >550 kb of sequence from the regions

flanking the rDNA array and have performed an in-depth charac-

terization of these regions. We reveal that the sequences flanking

the rDNA are conserved across all five acrocentric chromosomes

and have a complex sequence feature composition.

Sequences proximal to the rDNA almost entirely consist of

segmentally duplicated regions, like those surrounding centro-

meres (She et al. 2004), and thus are unlikely to contain nucleolus-

specific functional elements. The high level of interchromosomal

sequence conservation of the PJ, coupled with its high level of

segmental duplication, strongly suggests that, far from being a

recombinationally inert region of the genome, the PJ experiences

frequent and ongoing recombination. This recombination appears

to occur predominantly with other peri-/centromeric regions of

the genome, implying colocalization of these regions, and may be

responsible for Robertsonian translocations that appear to derive

from the pericentromeric regions of acrocentric short arms (Therman

et al. 1989) and are associated with genetic disorders. Our identi-

fication of the sequence of the PJ provides a means to investigate

this.

In contrast, the DJ region is replete with unique sequences

and displays evidence of functionality. We show that the DJ is lo-

calized to perinucleolar heterochromatin, where it appears to an-

chor the rDNA array to this region, and sequences located within

the DJ are likely to be important for this localization. We propose

that the DJ acts as a ‘‘control panel’’ for the entire NOR, where it

can determine the transcriptional status of the linked rDNA array.

In thisway, theDJmaybe involved in regulating the coalescence of

nucleoli around individual NORs. Our model is that active NORs

are localized to perinucleolar heterochromatin, where they form

nucleoli, while inactive NORs lose this localization and form silent

arrays that do not participate in nucleoli.

The sequences we describe begin to close one of the major

remaining gaps in the human genome, the short arms of the ac-

rocentric chromosomes, and their identification is an important

step toward a complete understanding of nucleolar biology. The

level of segmental duplication we observe, particularly of the

PJ, suggests that some previously identified nucleolus-associated

chromatin domains (NADs) may actually be segmental duplicates

(Nemeth et al. 2010; van Koningsbruggen et al. 2010), and our

sequences will allow a more refined picture of NADs to be de-

veloped. Additionally, theDJ sequencewill allow researchers to use

hybridization-based approaches to determine whether human

nucleoli contain multiple NORs (Supplemental Videos 1, 2),

something that has remained difficult to prove. The degree of

heterogeneity in nucleolar morphology observed between can-

cers (Derenzini et al. 2009) suggests that mechanisms other than

direct up-regulation of rDNA transcription have a role in the de-

velopment of malignancy. As acrocentric short arms underpin

both nucleolar form and function, we hypothesize that genetic

alterations on these chromosome arms contribute to tumorigen-

esis and other human diseases. Therefore the sequences that we

Figure 7. DJ transcript profiling. (A) ChIP-seq reveals chromatin features consistent with transcription originating from promoters at 187 kb and 238 kb
(boxed) in the DJ. Top four tracks are an enlargement of selected chromatin features from Figure 6A. Bottom two tracks show RNA-seq and cDNAmapping
results. Exons are indicated by blocks. These identify spliced transcripts (disnor187 and disnor238) similar to cDNA clones AK026938 and BX647690. (B)
RT-PCR using primers to detect disnor187 and disnor238 transcripts in HT1080 cells. Random and oligo(dT)-primed RT-PCR products of the expected sizes
for spliced transcripts were produced.
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report here lay the foundations for addressing the roles that ge-

netic and epigenetic changes in the DJ and PJ play in human

disease, as well as providing a wealth of new tools for studying

nucleolar biology.

Methods

Genomic cosmid and BAC clones

Acrocentric chromosome cosmid libraries LA13 NC01, LA14

NC01, LA15 NC01, LL21 NC02, and LL22 NC03 were obtained

from the UK HGMP resource center. To obtain cosmids spanning

the DJ, libraries were screened with a 638-bp PCR product gener-

ated using DJUf/DJUr primers (Worton et al. 1988). To obtain

cosmids spanning the PJ, librarieswere screenedwith a 220-bp PCR

product generated using PJf/PJr primers (Sakai et al. 1995). Clone

names for DJ and PJ cosmids identified and used in this study are

shown in Supplemental Figure 4. We identified BAC clones in

GenBank representing the DJ and PJ regions flanking the rDNA

using BLAST. Cosmids LA14 138F10 andN 29M24were used as the

initial query sequences to search for BACs representing the DJ

and PJ, respectively (Supplemental Methods). BAC clones were

obtained from BACPAC Resources.

DNA sequencing and assembly

DNA sequencing of cosmid clones was performed through a com-

bination of standard Sanger and next-generation sequencing

(NGS). The sequence of the insert in cosmid LA14 138F10 and

most of the insert in N 29M24 were determined by Sanger se-

quencing. The inserts of the remaining cosmids were end se-

quenced using Sanger sequencing and then subjected to NGS.

Indexed libraries were prepared from individual cosmids using

a Nextera DNA sample prep kit and Nextera barcodes (Epicentre

NGS). NGS was performed on an Illumina Genome Analyzer IIx,

using 54-bp singleton processing (Ambry Genetics). Sequences

of cosmids were assembled using ABySS v1.2.7 (for parameters,

see Supplemental Methods) (Simpson et al. 2009). Velvet v1.101

(Zerbino and Birney 2008) was used to refine the ABySS assemblies.

Cell lines

HeLa cells and HT1080 human fibrosarcoma cells were grown in

DMEM supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS). RPE-1

cells were maintained in DMEM:F12 medium supplemented with

10% FBS, 2 mM L-glutamine, and 0.348% sodium bicarbonate.

Mouse A9 cells containing individual human acrocentric chro-

mosomes were previously described (Sullivan et al. 2001), and

those containing X/21 reciprocal translocation products (GM09142

and GM10063) were obtained from Coriell Cell Repositories. To

generate cells that contain ectopic DJ arrays, HT1080 cells were

cotransfected using a standard calcium phosphate protocol with

BACs AL592188, CT476834, and AC011841 together with a

blasticidin selection marker in a 200:1 w/w ratio. Stable trans-

fectants were maintained as above but supplemented with 5 mg/mL

blasticidin.

FISH and 3D immuno-FISH and RNA FISH

Probes for FISH experiments were labeled using spectrum red or

green dUTP (Abbott Molecular). For chromosome mapping ex-

periments, slides of human normal male metaphase chromosome

spreads (Applied Genetics) were denatured in 70% formamide/23

SSC for 5 min at 73°C. Slides were then dehydrated through

a 70%–100% ethanol series, washed, and air dried. Denatured

probe (50 ng/slide) combined with human COT-1 DNA (10 mg/

slide) in 20 mL/slide Hybrisol VII (Qbiogene) was then added to the

slides and allowed to hybridize for 24–48 h at 37°C in a humidified

chamber. For CER satellite detection, hybridizations were per-

formed with a 59 FITC-labeled oligo and herring sperm DNA. Post-

hybridizationwasheswere 0.43 SSC/0.3%NP-40 for 2min at 74°C

followed by 23 SSC/0.1%NP-40 at ambient temperature for 1min.

Slides were air dried and mounted in Vectashield, including DAPI

(Vector Laboratories). For 3D immuno-FISH experiments, cells

were fixed, denatured, probed, and antibody stained as described

previously (Mais et al. 2005; Prieto and McStay 2007). Z-stacks of

fluorescent images were captured using a Photometric Coolsnap

HQ camera and Volocity 5 imaging software (Improvision) with

a 63 PlanApochromat Zeiss objectivemounted on a Zeiss Axioplan2

imaging microscope. In some cases, extended focus projections of

deconvolved Z-stacks (iterative restoration) are presented; in other

cases, individual focal planes are shown. Movies (Supplemental

Videos 1, 2) were prepared from 3D images constructed from

deconvolved Z-stacks using Volocity 6 (Improvision). 3D images

were rotated to create a series of bookmarks. The movies are an

animation of the transitions between these bookmarks.

Nucleolar DNA combing

Nucleoli, prepared from HeLa cells as previously described

(Andersen et al. 2002), were resuspended at a concentration of 13

106 to 2 3 106 cell equivalents/mL in TE (10 mM Tris at pH 8.0,

1 mM EDTA). Resuspended nucleoli were mixed with an equal

volume of 1% low melting point agarose in TE at 50°C. The

mixture was pipetted into a plug mould (BioRad, 100 mL/slot).

Embedded nucleoli were deproteinized, and encapsulated high-

molecular-weight nucleolar DNA was combed onto silanized

coverslips as previously described (Caburet et al. 2005) using

a Molecular Combing apparatus supplied by Genomic Vision

Paris. Coverslips were then hybridized with biotin-labeled DJ

cosmid LA14 138F10 and a digoxygenin-labeled 5.8-kb EcoRI

restriction fragment that contains 59 ETS and 18S rRNA from

human rDNA. Hybridization and detection were performed as

described previously (Caburet et al. 2005).

Bioinformatic analyses

The bioinformatics pipeline that was used to identify potential

junction regions fromwhole-genome sequence data is described in

Supplemental Methods, as is the method for determining intra-/

interchromosomal sequence identity between DJ and PJ clones.

Construction and analysis of DJ and PJ contigs

To construct the DJ, four BACsweremerged (CT476837, CT476834,

CU633906, and AC011841). The overlapping regions between

BACs CT476837 andCT476834 and BACs CT476834 andCU633906

are 100% identical, but the identity decreases to ;98% between

CU633906 and AC011841 (Supplemental Fig. 7A). To form the

PJ, two BACs (CR392039 and CR381535) with an identical over-

lapping region were merged to obtain a single contig (Supple-

mental Fig. 7B). The PJ is identical to that previously published

(Lyle et al. 2007) and is deposited in GenBank under accession

no. NT113958. The repeat content analysis method and the gene

identification pipeline that utilizes gene prediction, mRNA, EST,

and protein sequence data to identify potential DJ and PJ genes are

both presented in SupplementalMethods. Segmental duplicates in

the DJ and PJ contigs were detected using a modified BLAST-based

detection scheme called the ‘‘whole genome assembly compari-

son’’ (Bailey et al. 2001). The human genome assembly (hg19) was
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broken into 400-kb pieces. Repeats in this fragmented human ge-

nome and in the DJ/PJ contigs were masked using RepeatMasker

(Smit et al. 2010). DJ and PJ contigs were then matched to

the fragmented masked genome using BLAST, with a cutoff of

$85% identity >1 kb. Next, the repeats were reinserted into these

matched sequences, and global alignments were created. All steps

were performed using a series of Perl scripts ( J. Bailey, University

of Massachusetts Medical School). Low identity ends of the se-

quences were identified from the alignments and trimmed.Where

the ends of two human genome fragmentsmatch a single region or

where a fragment is interrupted by repeats, these fragments were

merged together. Themerged sequenceswere then aligned again to

recalculate the identity.

ENCODE data

ChIP-seq data for 10 chromatinmarks (CTCF, H3K4me1, H3K4me2,

H3K4me3, H3K36me3, H3K9me3, H3K27me3, H3K9ac, H3K27ac,

and H4K20me1) and input were obtained for seven different

cell types (GM12878, H1-hESC, HMEC, HSMM, K562, NHEK, and

NHLF) from ENCODE Broad Histone (Ernst et al. 2011). DNase-seq

and FAIRE-seq data were obtained from ENCODE UNC/Duke

(Song et al. 2011). PolyA tailed RNA-seq data were obtained for

11 different cell types (GM12878, H1-hESC, HCT-116, HeLa-S3,

HepG2, HSMM, HUVEC, K562, MCF-7, NHEK, NHLF) from

ENCODE Caltech RNA-seq. GenBank mRNAs and ESTs data were

downloaded from the UCSC Genome Browser (Fujita et al. 2011)

on January 1, 2012. These data were mapped to the human ge-

nome to which the DJ sequences had been added (Supplemental

Methods).

Nucleolar ChIP and FAIRE

ChIP was performed on nucleolar chromatin isolated from HT1080

cells with H4K4me3 antibodies (Millipore, catalog no. 04-745) as

described previously (Mais et al. 2005). We adapted a FAIRE pro-

tocol (Giresi et al. 2007) for cross-linked nucleolar chromatin. One

hundredmicroliters of HT1080 nucleolar chromatin was extracted

using an equal volume of phenol/chloroform. DNAwas recovered

from the aqueous phase by ethanol precipitation and resuspended

in 100 mL of TE buffer. PCR was performed using 2 mL of recovered

DNA. DNA recovered from input nucleolar chromatin served as

a control for ChIP and FAIRE experiments.

Transcriptome profiling

Paired-end RNA-seq data from the 11 cell types was mapped to the

human genome with DJ sequences added using TopHat (v1.2.0)

(Trapnell et al. 2009) with mostly default parameters (-r 50 -a 8).

We then merged the output alignments from all replicates using

SAMtools (Li et al. 2009). The result is used as the input for Cufflinks

(v1.3.0), with default parameters, to assemble the transcriptome

of the custom genome. Finally we merged all 11 assembled tran-

scriptomes, corresponding to the 11 cell types, using Cuffmerge

(Trapnell et al. 2010) to obtain the final transcriptome. We also

used this final transcriptome to estimate DJ transcript abun-

dance. We used BLAT (Kent 2002) to map the mRNA and EST

data to the DJ using the parameters ‘‘-fine -q=rna -minIdentity=95

-maxIntron=70000’’, and ‘‘-minIdentity=97 -maxIntron=70000’’,

respectively.

Data access

The DJ contig nucleotide sequence and feature list are available in

SupplementalData 2 and 3. AssembledDJ and PJ cosmid sequences

are available from GenBank (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/

genbank) under accession numbers KC876024–KC876030. Raw

NGS data have been submitted to the Sequence Read Archive (SRA;

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Traces/sra/) under accession num-

ber SRP024282.
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